
Word Definition 

Please circle the correct answer for the word in CAPITALS from the choices given.  You may use your 

dictionary. 

1. CRUCIAL   2. MIMIC   3. DISTINCT   4. MAJORITY 

a. very important  a. to confuse   a. silent   a. a loud noise 

b. very ugly   b. to affect   b. smooth   b. a larger part 

c. very difficult  c. to remove   c. sticky   c. a beginner 

d. very loud   d. to copy   d. separate   d. a long story 

 

5. RETRIEVE   6. ANXIOUS   7. ORIGINATE  8. FUNCTION 

a. to bring back  a. nervous   a. to exercise or train  a. to remove 

b. to shrink   b. colourful   b. to rest or relax  b. to answer 

c. to include   c. relaxed   c. to start or begin  c. to purchase 

d. to look for   d. entertaining   d. to get old or age  d. to work 

 

9. CONQUER   10. REFUSE   11. SLUMBER  12. URGENT 

a. to be defeated  a. to remove or withdraw a. to argue   a. alone or separate 

b. to hope for   b. to doubt or question b. to sleep   b. sharp or jagged 

c. to write   c. to make better or to  c. to cook   c. positive or sure 

        improve 

 

d. to take over  d. to deny or not accept d. to destroy   d. important or 

              desperate 

 

 

13. SPOIL  14. ADAPT   15. PRIORITY  16. BLUNDER 

 

a. to study or investigate a. to get used to something a. something that is very  a. a book 

            harmful or dangerous 

 

b. to ruin or go bad  b. to copy something  b. something more helpful b. a tool 

            than something else 

 

c. to relax or rest  c. to give advice to someone c. something more important c. a mistake 

            than something else 

 

d. to redo or retry  d. to research something d. something that is not clear d. a noise 

            in meaning 

 

 

17. HOSTILE   18. INTIMIDATE  19. COLLIDE   20. CONSTANT 

 

a. missing or lost  a. to discover   a. to drive   a. steady or never- 

                ending 

 

b. painted or decorated b. to frighten   c. to spin   b. dangerous or  

                unsafe 

 

c. squishy or soft  c. to instruct   c. to exist   c. old or ancient 

 

d. unfriendly or aggressive d. to soothe   d. to crash   d. unsure or uncertain 

 



 

21. CIVILIAN   22. SACRED   23. DECAY   24. THEFT 

 

a. someone who is not a  a. common or typical  a. to become angry or upset a. the act of winning 

    soldier 

 

b. someone who has children b. holy or blessed  b. to decrease in status or  b. the act of moving 

            rank 

 

c. someone who cooks food c. rich or wealthy  c. to become tired or less c. the act of  

            energetic       exercising 

 

d. someone who does not  d. noisy or loud  d. to decrease in health or d. the act of stealing 

    have a home          strength 

 

 

25. ERUPT   26. EXCLUDE  27. AMPLE   28. ENCOUNTER 

 

a. to crack or break  a. to arrive   a. affordable   a. to meet or run into 

 

b. to burst or explode  b. to improve   b. useless   b. to release or let go 

 

c. to tap or touch  c. to beat up   c. plentiful   c. to add to or expand 

 

d. to cry or weep  d. to leave out   d. clever   d. to decrease or  

                reduce 

 

 

29. EXPAND   30. LEISURE 

 

a. to capture or catch  a. the use of money to purchase something 

 

b. to block entrance  b. the use of free time for enjoyment 

 

c. to kick someone out c. the use of medicine to improve health 

 

d. to increase in size  d. the use of a rope to tie something to something else 


